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Charting the World: Geography and Maps from
Cave Paintings to GPS with 21 Activities
By Richard Panchyk

Zephyr Press, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 279 x 216 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. As soon as early humans began to scratch images on cave walls, they
began to create maps. And while these first drawings were used to find hunting grounds or avoid
danger, they later developed into far more complex navigational tools. Charting the World tells the
fascinating history of maps and mapmaking, navigators and explorers, and the ways that
technology has enhanced our ability to understand the world around us. Richly illustrated with fullcolor maps and diagrams, it gives children an in-depth appreciation of geographical concepts and
principles and shows them how to unlock the wealth of information maps contain. It also features
21 hands-on activities for readers to put their new skills to the test. Children will: build a threedimensional island model using a contour map, engrave a simple map on an aluminum printing
plate, determine the elevation of hills in their neighborhood, draw a treasure map and have a
friend search for the hidden stash, create a nautical chart of a small puddle, survey their backyard
or local park, navigate a course using a compass, and much more. Now more...
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Reviews
The ideal ebook i possibly study. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Ava Witting
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